
BEIJING: China’s central bank on Friday said all
financial transactions involving cryptocurrencies are
illegal, sounding the death knell for the digital trade
in China after a crackdown on the volatile curren-
cies. The global values of cryptocurrencies including
Bitcoin have massively fluctuated over the past year
partly due to Chinese regulations, which have sought
to prevent speculation and money laundering.

“Virtual currency-related business activities are
illegal financial activities,” the People’s Bank of China
(PBOC) said in an online statement Friday, adding
that offenders would be “investigated for criminal
liability in accordance with the law.”

The notice bans all related financial activities
involving cryptocurrencies, such as trading crypto,
selling tokens, transactions involving virtual currency
derivatives and “illegal fundraising”. Bitcoin, which
had already been falling before the announcement,
sank by as much as 8.9 percent to $41,019 in
European afternoon trading before recovering
slightly later in the day.

The central bank said that in recent years trading
of Bitcoin and other virtual currencies had become
“widespread, disrupting economic and financial
order, giving rise to money laundering, illegal fund-
raising, fraud, pyramid schemes and other illegal and
criminal activities.”

This was “seriously endangering the safety of
people’s assets,” the PBOC said. While crypto cre-
ation and trading have been illegal in China since

2019, further crackdowns this year by Beijing
warned banks to halt related transactions and
closed much of the country’s vast network of bit-
coin miners.

Friday’s statement by the central bank sent the
strongest yet signal that China is closed to crypto.

Control 
Bitcoin, the world’s largest digital currency, and

other cryptos cannot be traced by a country’s cen-
tral bank, making them difficult to regulate. Analysts
say China fears the proliferation of illicit investments
and fundraising from cryptocurrency in the world’s
second-biggest economy, which also has strict rules
around the outflow of capital. The crypto crackdown
also opens the gates for China to introduce its own
digital currency, already in the pipeline, allowing the
central government to monitor transactions.

In June, Chinese officials said more than 1,000
people had been arrested for using the profits from
crime to buy cryptocurrencies. Several key Chinese
provinces have banned the operation of cryptocur-
rency mines since the start of this year, with one
region accounting for eight percent of the comput-
ing power needed to run the global blockchain-a set
of online ledgers to record bitcoin transactions.
Bitcoin values tumbled in May on the back of a
warning by Beijing to investors against speculative
trading in cryptocurrencies.

“China’s ban on all cryptocurrency trading activi-

ty will have some short-term impact on currency
valuation, but long-term implications are likely to be
muted,” said Ganesh Viswanath Natraj, Assistant
Professor of Finance at Warwick Business School.

“This ban will result in the migration of crypto
investment opportunities to other hubs in Asia, such
as Singapore’s launch of the DBS digital currency
exchange earlier this month,” he added. —AFP
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IMF chief says she 
‘did not pressure 
anyone’ while at WB
WASHINGTON: After an investigation found she
used her senior role at the World Bank to manipu-
late data in favor of China, IMF Managing Director
Kristalina Georgieva on Friday issued a statement
again denying misconduct and rejecting the report.
“Let me be clear: the conclusions are wrong. I did
not pressure anyone to alter any reports. There
was absolutely no quid pro quo related to funding
for the World Bank of any kind,” Georgieva wrote
in a statement.

An independent investigation released last week
found that during her time as World Bank CEO,
Georgieva was among top officials who pressured
staff into changing data to China’s benefit in the 2018
edition of its closely watched Doing Business report.
The bank has since scrapped the report, while the
US Treasury called the findings “serious.”

In a statement released through US strategic
communications firm SKDK rather than through the
IMF, Georgieva, who took the top job at the
Washington-based crisis lender in 2019, pledged
changes to her management style. “As much as I have
strived to be open and inclusive, I was very sorry to
learn that some staffers felt their concerns were not
heard. Moving forward, I will make sure to be even
more attentive to hearing staff views,” she wrote.

The probe from an outside law firm found that
Georgieva along with her associate Simeon Djankov,
a former Bulgarian finance minister who created the
report, and Jim Yong Kim, then-president of the
bank, pressured staff to change the calculation of
China’s ranking to avoid angering Beijing.

The push came while bank leadership was
engaged in sensitive negotiations with Beijing over
increasing the bank’s lending capital. Nobel Laureate
Paul Romer, who was chief economist for the World
Bank during her time there and later resigned after
raising separate concerns about the Doing Business
rankings, told AFP “the kind of intimidation this
report describes was real” and said Georgieva
arranged a “whitewash” of his criticisms. —AFP

Business

UK to issue visas 
to ease lorry 
driver shortage
LONDON: The UK government is poised to tem-
porarily ease visa rules to attract more foreign lorry
drivers, reports said yesterday, as it grapples with a
growing shortage that has now hit fuel supplies.

The lack of tanker drivers has led to huge queues
at petrol stations in recent days, as people ignore
government pleas not to panic-buy fuel after some
garages closed due to the lack of deliveries. Up to
5,000 temporary visas could be issued under the
short-term scheme, according to media reports, amid
an estimated shortfall of around 100,000 heavy
goods vehicle (HGV) drivers.

The move would represent a U-turn by Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, whose government has
tightened post-Brexit immigration rules and repeat-
edly insisted Britain’s reliance on foreign labor must
end. Johnson has been under increasing pressure to
act, after the pandemic and Brexit combined to
worsen the haulier shortage and he faces other
immediate crises including escalating energy prices.

As well as threatening timely fuel supplies, the lack
of lorry drivers has caused disruption to deliveries of
food and other goods. As the lines of cars waiting at
petrol stations have lengthened, particularly in south-
east England, Johnson’s office confirmed late Friday

the government was “looking at temporary measures
to avoid any immediate problems”.

A Downing Street spokesman said any measures
would be “very strictly time limited” while reiterating
the country has “ample fuel stocks” and that “there
are no shortages”. However, drivers appeared less
than reassured Saturday, as queues again formed for
fuel. Mike Davey, 56, had been waiting more than half
an hour to fill up at a petrol station run by the super-

market chain Tesco in Kent, southeast of London. “I
just want to get some fuel to get to work. People are
just like filling up jerry cans-it’s ridiculous,” he said.
“Maybe they need to bring some army drivers in,”
Davey added.

There have been calls to deploy soldiers to help
deliver petrol, while some have also suggested using
them to process the backlog of HGV license applica-
tions that has ballooned during the pandemic. —AFP

US new home 
sales surprisingly 
strong in August
WASHINGTON: Sales of new homes rose faster
than analysts expected last month in the United
States, according to government data released
Friday, though prices remained high and supply was
still tight. The Commerce Department reported sales
rose 1.5 percent from July’s upwardly revised rate to
a seasonally adjusted pace of 740,000, annualized,
its second consecutive monthly increase.

The housing sector has been a popular place
despite the overall economic downturn caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, as cheap mortgage rates and
the disruptions caused by the virus spurred people
to shop for homes. Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon
Macroeconomics said the two months of gains indi-
cate the fast-spreading Delta variant of the virus
could again be pushing people into the market.

“We think the upturn in mortgage demand has
been triggered by the Delta COVID wave, in an echo
of the surge in demand for suburban homes following
the initial COVID shock,” he wrote in an analysis.

“The increase in demand this time will be much
smaller, and we expect it to flatten again later in the
fall as Delta fear recedes.” The trend over the past
year and a half caused a tightening of supply and
concurrent increase in prices, which the data said
improved little last month.

Supply in August was at a seasonally adjusted 6.1-
month pace at the current rate of sales, a notch high-
er than in July. Median home prices remained
unchanged from that month at $390,900, but well
above the $325,500 median in August 2020. US job-
less claims rise again amid Delta, hurricane

New applications for US unemployment benefits

rose for the second straight week last week, accord-
ing to government data Thursday, as the economy
grapples with the Delta variant of COVID-19 that has
made businesses skittish again. Initial claims for job-
less aid rose just 16,000 in the week ended
September 18, to 351,000, seasonally adjusted, the
Labor Department reported, which was above ana-
lysts’ expectations. After spiking into the millions as
the pandemic began in March 2020, the closely
watched metric of labor market health has been on a
downward trend for most of this year, but the recent
uptick takes it back to its level of about a month ago.

Rather than a sign of the Delta variant’s disrup-
tions, Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon Macroeconomic
said last week’s increase was more likely a conse-
quence of seasonal adjustments in the data and the
impact of Hurricane Ida which caused a backlog at

state unemployment offices.
“The trend in claims likely will continues to fall,

slowly, but the seasonals likely will prevent new lows
until November,” he wrote in an analysis.

The report also showed another 15,162 new
claims, without seasonal adjustment, submitted
under the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance
(PUA) program, likely backlogged applications for
the emergency aid for freelance workers, which
expired two weeks ago. All told, nearly 11.3 million
people were receiving aid under all government
programs as of the week ended September 4. That
was the last week when the PUA and the Pandemic
Emergency Unemployment Compensation pro-
gram for the long-term jobless were available. At
the time there were 4.9 million and 3.6 million peo-
ple on the programs, respectively. —AFP
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Rolls Royce wins 
US Air Force deal
worth up to $2.6bn
WASHINGTON: The US arm of Britain’s Rolls
Royce won a contract worth up to $2.6 billion
Friday to supply engines  for the US Air Force’s B-
52H bomber fleet, the Air Force announced.

The company’s Indianapolis, Indiana manu-
facturing unit was awarded a $500.9 million
“indefinite-delivery/indefinite quantity” contract
over six years for replacement engines for the
B-52s, the long-range Stratofortress bombers
that have been a mark of US strategic power
since the 1950s.

The contract has a potential total value of $2.6
billion “if all options are exercised,” the Air Force
said. The Air Force chose Rolls Royce for the
contract ahead of GE Aviation and Pratt  &
Whitney. —AFP

WASHINGTON: Sales of new homes rose faster than analysts expected last month in the United States,
according to government data released Friday.


